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If we are looking for some roots of the achievements of contemporary American
democracy in a historical perspective ,it must be the tradition of autonomy which
formed in the colonial era.This tradition of autonomy is not only a political and social
governance model, but also customs and culture concept of the British colonies in
North America.It is different from the traditional autonomy in Other times or other
nations.It has the specific meaning and pursuit from the date of its birth.The first is
virtue.As a colonial citizen,It is a civil right and obligation to be an officer.The citizen
consciousness cultivating in common action, is also the most important civic virtue of
the colonial autonomy.The second is freedom.In order to obtain freedom and equality
in the new world,the colonial people worked hard to be rich and actively participated
public governance.They even challenged the traditional authority and tradition.The
main body of freedom now has been a person not a community and protecting the
series of personal rights in private domain has become an important issue in colonial
political life.The third is democracy.There were not a feudal monarch, entrenched
hierarchy and privilege, In colony, the colonial governors,senators and township
officials were all elected by the people.We can say, the social political and economic
activities of whole colony are saturated with the factors of democracy.The last is the
constitutionalism. The colony had English legal traditions, relying on the basic
principles of the constitution to expand colonies’ autonomy rights, to set up a federal
republic for safeguarding civil autonomy system. These help confirm the colonists’
self-government rights to be inviolable,by an inherent rights protected by the
constitution.The colonial autonomy has important significance for the development of
democracy in contemporary America,but it is not perfect.In the process of the
development of the United States it also led to many problems.As the principles of
liberalism,the theory of political autonomy and economic freedom are facing a lot of
questions and challenges in today's political debate.Facing setbacks, reflecting history
and reality,it may help us find some solutions to the dilemma of contemporary
American democracy.
This article’s innovation lies in the choice of the autonomy theory,especially the
studying of autonomy of colonial America.This article fully covers the autonomy of
colony , the political system and cultural connotation of the colonial autonomy .It also
includes the analysis of the causes and some reflection on the colonial autonomy.But
as an author I may lack enough theoretical knowledge to use a originally not mature
theory of autonomy.Too many documents make it harder to understand the Colonial
autonomy in-depth.So I may select some specific content and the mainstream view
with subjective preference.
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